Conferences Foster the Informal Development of Emerging Ideas
Conferences provide the opportunity for the discussion of new, emerging, half-baked ideas. These ideas may arise in a session by making linkages between a formal presentation and one's ongoing work. They may arise from an insightful question asked at the end of a presentation-a question that is inadequately or incompletely answered from the podium without the benefit of some good hard thinking. They may arise from a discussion with strangers over breakfast or in a bar late at night. Or they may occur when a student or colleague intentionally seeks you out, having realized that the two of you are working in the same areas, and he or she wishes to discuss your latest or planned projects and share what he or she is doing.
Collaborations arise from these informal and unplanned meetings. Researchers who simply recognize each other as names on a publication subsequently become friends, exchanging articles, ideas, and perspectives on emerging research. The networks that develop continue beyond the conference. These "jet-set friends," as my husband calls them-for these colleagues are from every corner of the globe-may be called upon for assistance (Do you have a reference for . . . ? I have a student who is stuck . . . Can you advise me . . . ?), may offer help (This will interest you. Have you thought about . . . ?), and may become involved with the work of the discipline when called upon, serving as reviewers for grants and manuscripts, and as external examiners for dissertations.
Conferences Foster the Development of Research Networks
From these acquaintances, friendships develop along lines of collegiality and from these friendships, networks consolidate. Researchers in different corners of the country-or even in different countrieswork together because they want to work together. They have laughed together, support each other, and now wish to collaborate for the best reasons. Successful research collaborations do not begin until people like and trust each other, and these research relationships usually begin at conferences.
Conferences Push Your Research Program Along
The truth is that to get funding from one's institution to attend a conference, one usually has to present a paper. And to present, one must have something "ready" and "suitable" to present. Therein lies some excitement, as the deadline comes closer for submitting the abstract. If the abstract has been accepted, and as the conference date comes closer, one is forced to pull it together. Once the abstract is pulled together, the next step-of writing the presentation-becomes easier. From these beginnings, articles emerge. sometimes they are a synthesis of several interrelated projects. These presentations allow the researcher to see the importance of his or her own emerging work, to appreciate the emerging implications, to then be able to reevaluate where the research program is going and reshape it, if necessary. Such reflections are important, and preparing for a conference brings this reflection to the fore. These syntheses become publications (read promotion credit), and insights for future directions become proposals.
Conferences Provide the Opportunity to Honor Excellence
Large gatherings of like-minded researchers provide us with the opportunity to recognize excellence in research and service. These awards highlight and publicize research beyond professional audiences, as press releases and interviews. This recognition gives back to the researchers some public and professional appreciation for their hard and focused work, for their contribution to the good of society.
Conferences Provide a Forum for the Mentoring of Students
Of importance, conferences provide a forum for students to present a paper, either orally or as a poster presentation. This enables them to gain experience in presenting their ideas and fielding questions from their peers and more senior investigators. Conference organizers are aware of this benefit, and foster student participation by providing awards for the best student presentation, and so forth.
"I saw Yvonna Lincoln!"
This comment echoed around the halls at the recent QI Congress in Champaign, Illinois (USA), and I appreciate the excitement of the student. Gatherings at conferences enable us to "put faces" to those names, those people who are forming our discipline. We can hear them speak, speak to them, and even get to know them. Suddenly, these icons are accessible, real people. Students and former students can now ask questions, discuss issues with them, thank them for their contributions, stand in awe, and listen to their jokes. It is this aura that makes conferences exciting and worth the price of admission.
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